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Abstract. With the deepening of China's urbanization construction, public safety is also
facing great challenges. Therefore, China has strengthened security measures for
important public places, and established monitoring network and security inspection
system. However, the current machine security inspection algorithm is not accurate
enough for the identification of sensitive objects such as controlled knives, and it also
depends on manual detection and confirmation, which leads to low work efficiency and
often leads to low efficiency It is also not conducive to the prevention and control of the
epidemic. This paper proposes an image segmentation method based on Improved level
set to enhance fuzzy clustering. In this paper, the fuzzy clustering method and the
improvement of the level set method, first of all, using morphological method image
preprocessing algorithms, so as to realize the foreground and background of the area
range, is advantageous for the next level set segmentation of the target outline, so as to
determine the fuzzy clustering of heart, makes strengthening fuzzy clustering on its own
the advantage of rapid more accurate. Through experiments, the effectiveness of the
algorithm is verified, and the segmentation accuracy is higher than the traditional
segmentation algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Public security has always been an important part of national security, an important part
of the government's social management and public service, and also one of the most
concerned focuses of the public. Therefore, the airport, stations, docks, hospitals and
other public places have strengthened security measures, set up a monitoring network and
security inspection system, to a large extent, effectively guaranteed the safety of people's
lives and property. However, the current machine security algorithm for guns, controlled
knives and other sensitive objects recognition accuracy is not high enough, but also rely
on manual detection and confirmation, resulting in work efficiency is not high enough,
often resulting in personnel aggregation, which is not conducive to epidemic prevention
and control. The outbreak of COVID-19 also made us realize that the importance of
security monitoring can be effectively identified. Therefore, it is of practical significance
and long-term value to solve this problem.
The solution of this problem mainly depends on image segmentation. Image
segmentation is the key link in image processing, which plays a decisive role in
subsequent image processing and image recognition. The accuracy and universality of
segmentation is the key to study segmentation algorithms. At present, there are many
segmentation algorithms, especially those based on various theories, such as data-driven
segmentation, model-driven segmentation, physical model, random field model and
semi-automatic method [1-4], etc. However, no matter which method is used, the
influence of noise in the segmentation process is still not negligible. Of wavelet analysis
in wide application in image processing, such as multi-scale edge detection, image
recognition, image segmentation, the wavelet can be to scale the image thinning, at the
same time can be separated according to the coefficient of the noise so as to realize the
denoising effect, for example, through improved threshold function, make it on the real
number domain to continuously, which can reduce the distortion[5-6]. The level set
method in active contour model is widely used in image segmentation because of its
simple numerical calculation, which mainly uses the curvature and normal vector of the
curve to evolve the level set function, and can naturally realize the change of the
topological structure of the object. Active contour model (ACM) [7] was proposed by the
author. In recent years, it has been widely concerned by people. Level set method is one
of the members of active contour model family proposed by Osher and Sethian [8]. Edge
based models usually use the gradient information of local image to force the active
contour to move towards the desired boundary of the target, which is particularly
effective for segmentation of images with clear boundaries. Therefore, through this
method, we can get more accurate target contour.
FCM (fuzzy c-means) clustering segmentation algorithm is a data clustering method
based on the optimization of fuzzy objective function[9-11]. However, the classic FCM
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clustering algorithm itself also has the defects of time-consuming, memory occupation
and poor robustness, so this paper uses the improved enhanced fuzzy clustering
segmentation method to make the algorithm more robust[12-13]. But the various details
in the image will make the background have a great impact on the foreground contour
extraction, resulting in errors, and the target segmentation is not accurate. These factors
will reduce the accuracy of clustering, so in this paper, the level set method is combined
with it, and the clustering center is determined based on the level and segmented image
contour, so as to make the segmentation more accurate.
2. Correlation theory
2.1. WT (Wavelet Transform)
Denoising methods include smoothing denoising and wavelet denoising, as well as
multi-method fusion denoising. For example, the median filtering method is first adopted
to denoise the image, in which the weight is adaptive. Theoretically, this can also be
considered to have a certain de-noising effect. However, it can be found from the actual
experimental results of de-noising images that this method ignores some details while
de-noising, especially the details of the edge are also smoothed during the smoothing
process, as shown in the left figure of Figure 1.

wavelet denoising
median filter
Figure 1: The median filter is compared with the denoising method in this paper
The median filtering will ignore more details than the wavelet denoising method. In this
paper, the wavelet function is first used to decompose the image in two layers, and then
the high frequency wavelet coefficient is processed by the threshold of two-dimensional
wavelet reconstruction, and the reconstructed image is processed by the high frequency
wavelet coefficient threshold again, so as to realize two times of denoising.
2.2. EnFCM
EnFCM (Enhanced Fuzzy C-means Clustering) is a faster image segmentation algorithm,
which combines the original image with its local neighborhood by a linear weighted sum,
and then performs Fuzzy mean Clustering on the gray histogram of the image. Its
objective function is shown in Equation (1).
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An average image from the original image to its local neighborhood pixels is formed by
preprocessing the original image by the linear weighted summation of the pixels and their
8 neighborhood pixels. Since the grayscale value of the pixel is generally 8-bit resolution
(256 grayscale levels), the encoding of the m-level grayscale value is generally much
smaller than the value of the pixel size of N.As a result, execution time is significantly
reduced.
Linear weighted sum:
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ri is the number of pixels with gray value i
2.3. Improved level set algorithm
Curve evolution is the motion of curve C with time t, especially the motion of points on
curve C.
4⃗ and the curvature k are generally used to describe the
The unit normal vector 3
geometric features of the curve. The unit normal vector represents the evolution direction
of the curve, and the curvature represents the bending degree of the curve[14]. In image
segmentation, the energy on the image is used to make the plane curve move towards the
target boundary.
Let C p, t  z p, t , y p, t be a closed curve in ;  that varies with time, where
p is the arc length parameter and t is the time. Then the following partial differential
equation can be used to represent the change of the curve with time:
<=
<>
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where T represents the direction vector and N represents the unit normal vector.

Figure 2:
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Since only the velocity in the normal direction can affect the shape of the curve, while the
velocity in the tangent direction will not affect the shape of the curve, the curve evolution
equation can be simplified as:
<=
<>
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(6)

Figure 3: Curve evolution diagram
The arrow in Figure 2.1 represents the normal vector of the point on the curve. Each point
on the curve moves along the direction indicated by the arrow, and the speed of
movement at each point is different. Various factors work together to make the curve
move toward the target boundary.
The main idea of the level set method is: first, the initial contour of a given closed,
with a certain speed for the contour evolution along the normal direction inward or
outward, in order to gain curve as a high-dimensional space curved surface of the zero
level set, the family is called the level set function[15-16], when the contour changing
topological structure, can still maintain continuity, thus ensures that this method is easy
to deal with the issue of topology changes.
A curve or surface on a closed plane can be regarded as a level set function on a
two-dimensional plane:
C  G x, y , ϕ x, y  cJ
(7)
That is flat ϕ  C and 3d surface intersecting line ϕ  ϕ x, y , so we introduce the
time variable t get a bunch of changing with time curve C t ,
C t  G x, y , ϕ x, y, t  0J, at t time, of each point on the surface function of zero, the
zero level set: Gϕ  0, tJ. Since C t is the zero level set of the level set function ϕ c, t ,
at the moment t, the point (x, y) on C t must satisfy:
ϕ c t ,t  0
(8)
Derivation of Equation (8):
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∇N is the gradient of ϕ, it means:
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Through calculation, we know that the essence of the level set method is the process of
solving a time-varying partial differential equation[17-19].

Figure 4: The image is segmented directly using the level set algorithm
We found that the contour directly segmented by level set was too complex as shown in
Figure 4, which could not well separate the foreground and background, which would
bring more troubles to the subsequent fuzzy clustering. Therefore, we improved it here.
Open operation can well eliminate unnecessary details in the image. After open
reconstruction of the image, watershed segmentation can obviously eliminate many
unnecessary contours, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: After open operation, the image is segmented by level set
The overall algorithm is as follows:
1.Image preprocessing using wavelet denoising;
2.The improved level set algorithm is used to obtain more accurate target contour;
3.The enhanced fuzzy clustering algorithm is adopted to segment the image under the
existing contour.
3. Analysis of experimental results
3.1. Experimental result
Image1

Image2

Image3
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Image4
original
image

Fcm

Fcms

K-Fcm

this paper

Figure 6: Experimental result
Fig. 6 shows the segmentation and comparison of five cutter images using traditional
FCM algorithm, FCMS algorithm, K-means fuzzy clustering algorithm based on texture,
traditional level set segmentation algorithm and the algorithm in this paper.
It can be intuitively seen that the algorithm in this paper can accurately and clearly
obtain the segmentation image of the cutting tools with different backgrounds, shapes,
colors and textures.
3.2. Analysis of experimental results
In this paper, the standard deviation, correlation coefficient and distortion degree of the
segmented images obtained by the four algorithms are calculated for comparative
analysis, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of experimental results
Fcm
Fcms
K-Fcm based The algorithm in
figure Index
on texture
this paper
1
standard deviation 104.3513
110.3193 82.4401
111.9156
coefficient
of 0.6995
0.1855
0.0849
0.7960
association
Distorted
68.8518
104.4253 85.0900
62.5907
2
standard deviation 90.0438
90.0165 55.0274
90.5463
coefficient
of -0.0663
-0.2212
-0.0770
0.1889
association
Distorted
174.7201
178.4427 85.5611
65.2251
3
standard deviation 72.4883
92.6871 93.3394
93.5349
coefficient
of 0.7085
-0.1218
-0.1794
0.8071
association
Distorted
37.5690
149.3378 117.9121
37.3584
4
standard deviation 84.5046
93.7247 85.8340
102.0333
coefficient
of 0.1335
0.4445
0.1706
0.8397
association
Distorted
83.2993
87.9040 85.1142
71.4911
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We know that the standard deviation reflects the degree of dispersion of the relative gray
mean. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed the gray level distribution
is, and the easier it is to distinguish the foreground from the background.
The correlation coefficient of the image reflects the correlation between the two
images. We compare the segmented images and the original images respectively. The
larger the correlation coefficient is, the higher the similarity between the two images is.
The third index is the degree of distortion, which reflects the degree of deformation
affected. The smaller the coefficient, the smaller the deformation of the image.
The results show that the segmentation algorithm has better performance and more
advantages on the whole.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, the fuzzy clustering method and the improvement of the level set method,
first of all, according to the morphology of corrosion and expansion operation for open
operation, so as to realize the foreground and background of the area range, easy to split
operation next level set segmentation image, and then obtain the target outline, so as to
determine the fuzzy clustering of heart, made to strengthen the fuzzy clustering on its
own the advantage of rapid more accurate.
The texture, color, brightness, noise, background and so on of the cutter pictures in
the experiment in this paper are different, but the algorithm in this paper can still achieve
more accurate and clear segmentation, which shows that this algorithm has strong
robustness and strong anti-noise.
Although the purpose of this paper is to segment the prospects for the overall targets
accurately, quickly to facilitate human eyes to observe whether there is a controlled
knives, thus improve the security, this has been achieved in the algorithm in this paper,
but we hope that we can realize the recognition of more fine, not only can filter out
unwanted background details, also can keep the outlook for the necessary details.
The next step will be to study under the background of complex texture can filter out
the complex background information can segment the target tool details again at the same
time, such as cutting tool brand identity, special traces, and even blood, when these
information preserved, we will get more information on the tool holder, to people's life
and property safety can also get better security, on the other hand to the public security
personnel work has brought a lot of convenient.
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